Prognostic significance of vestibulospinal abnormalities in patients with vestibular migraine.
We evaluated vestibular function test results in vestibular migraine (VM) patients, including caloric, vestibular evoked myogenic potential (VEMP), and dynamic posturography measurements and assessed their relationship with treatment responses. Retrospective case series review. Tertiary referral center. We investigated a cohort of 80 VM patients who had suffered recurrent vertigo attacks for more than 6 months. A combination of lifestyle modifications and prophylactic medications were used to treat these subjects. The patients were asked to score the treatment success by ranking symptom score from 0% to 100% for the improvement in overall severity of headache and vertigo. Patients were then classified as complete remission, symptomatic improvement 50% or more, or less than 50% improvement after 6 months of treatment. The periods needed for symptomatic improvement in the 50% or more patient group were recorded, and the responsiveness to medications and the vestibular test result metrics were analyzed to identify clinical outcome predictors. A symptomatic improvement of 50% or more in vertigo and headache was observed in 71% and 75% of the study subjects across mean periods of 2.3 and 2.2 months, respectively. Improvements in vertigo and headache did not coincide in all. Abnormal caloric, VEMP, and vestibular ratio measurements were found in 25%, 29%, and 58%, respectively. Abnormal vestibular ratios on posturography showed a significant correlation with a poor treatment response of vertigo, and a normal VEMP was significantly related to complete remission from headache, although abnormal caloric results showed no significant correlation with treatment responses. A poor response of vertigo symptoms was observed in 6% of patients with a normal vestibular ratio and 48% of patients with abnormal vestibular ratio. Complete remission from headache was observed in 61% of patients with a normal VEMP and 30% in patients with an abnormal VEMP. More than 70% of the patients with VM experienced improvements in both headache and vertigo through a combination of lifestyle changes and prophylactic medications. Abnormal vestibular ratios on posturography and abnormal VEMP responses were frequent findings in VM patients with recurrent attacks for more than 6 months and were indicators of a poor prognosis. The pathophysiology of VM appears to be closely related to vestibular abnormalities, especially in vestibulospinal pathways. Further study with a large population is needed to establish the relationship exactly. 2b Individual retrospective cohort study.